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Abstract
When building virtual reality (VR) environments, designers use physical props to im-
prove immersion and realism. However, people may want to perform actions that would
not be supported by physical objects, for example, duplicating an object in a Computer-
Aided Design (CAD) program or darkening the sky in an open-world game. In this thesis,
I present an elicitation study where I asked 21 participants to choose from 95 props to
perform manipulative gestures for 20 referents (actions), typically found in CAD software
or open-world games. I describe the resulting gestures as context-free grammars, capturing
the actions taken by our participants, their prop choices, and how the props were used
in each gesture. I present agreement scores between gesture choices and prop choices; to
accomplish the latter, I developed a generalized agreement score that compares sets of
selections rather than a single selection, enabling new types of elicitation studies. I found
that props were selected according to their resemblance to virtual objects and the actions
they afforded; that gesture and prop agreement depended on the referent, with some ref-
erents leading to similar gesture choices, while others led to similar prop choices; and that
a small set of carefully chosen props can support a wide variety of gestures.
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Today, much of what we think of Virtual reality (VR) comes from the recent surge and
rapid advances in gaming and VR headsets. VR, nonetheless, is more than simply an en-
tertainment platform where users put on a headset and use a pair of handheld controllers
to interact with a computer-generated simulation of a three-dimensional space. VR repre-
sents an extraordinary change in the way people interact with the digital realm. So far,
our experience with computers has been through mice, keyboards, and tactile devices. VR
changes all that by surrounding us with fully immersive environments, layered with multi-
ple sets of information that we can interact with. With that being said, many fields have
been adopting VR throughout the last decades, such as architecture (Kharvari and Hohl,
2019; Neil, 1996), education (Calderon and Ruiz, 2019; Saunier et al., 2016), manufacturing
(Hamid et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2018), and healthcare (Kim and Park, 2009; Qian et al.,
2015). For example, with VR, an architect can create the 3D model of an envisioned home,
a surgeon can perform on a real body, or a geography class can visit Mars.
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In the context of VR, an interaction is often described as the ability to move within
a virtual environment and to interact with objects in it (Bostan and Nalbant, 2006). In
VR, interaction designers increasingly employ physical objects, or “props”, to mimic their
real-world counterpart, and research has demonstrated that physical props are effective
at improving immersion (Azmandian et al., 2016) as well as enhancing realism (Hoffman
et al., 1998; Schulz et al., 2019). In addition, due to the non-physically realistic experience
possibilities that VR enables, users may want to perform actions that typically would not
be supported by physical props, for example, duplicating an object in a CAD modelling
program or darkening the sky in an open-world game. In this thesis, I propose to expand
the known input vocabulary of physical props by combining them with gestures, which
offer an alternative interaction input that is often described as more natural and intuitive
(Jahani and Kavakli, 2018), as well as allowing for easy spatial manipulation (Alaçam,
2014).
Individual gestures and sets of gestures are difficult to design (Long et al., 1999). Instead
of arbitrary designs that are technology- or designer-centered, researchers have proposed
directly asking people who would use these gestures (Wobbrock et al., 2009). To design
gestures, researchers have widely adopted elicitation studies, where people who might use a
system provide their input without regard for recognition or technical concerns. Elicitation
studies have shown promising outcomes for gesture design in a variety of domains, for ex-
ample, tabletops (Wobbrock et al., 2009), mobile devices (Ruiz et al., 2011), smartwatches
(Arefin Shimon et al., 2016), televisions (Vatavu, 2012), public displays (Kray et al., 2010),
virtual reality (Nanjappan et al., 2018), and augmented reality (Piumsomboon et al., 2013).
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Additionally, elicited gestures have been shown to be easier to remember and preferred by
those without technical expertise (Nacenta et al., 2013).
In this thesis, I conducted an elicitation study for manipulative gestures (Quek et al.,
2002) with physical props in VR. I chose referents from CAD modelling software and
open world games to ground my work in application areas that offer a rich vocabulary of
actions and commands, but might also use physical props. I followed Wobbrock et al.’s
approach (2009) by first showing the execution of a referent (action) in VR and then
asking participants for their preferred gesture, but also ask them to choose their preferred
props(s) to perform the gesture with. The result was a set of twenty user-defined gestures
with props, one for each referent.
I developed two representations to handle both gestures and props to analyze the data
from this study. 1) I found that context-free grammars were a useful method to capture the
various props used in a gesture, their role, and how people used them; they are presented
alongside illustrations of our elicited gestures. This language succinctly communicates ges-
tures, could be directly implemented into systems using props for gestures, and can support
future, more-involved analysis. 2) While I calculated agreement scores for gestures using
methods from previous elicitation studies (Vatavu and Wobbrock, 2015; Wobbrock et al.,
2009), these scores were not suitable for the multiple props that participants selected. Thus
I introduced a new agreement score based on set similarity metrics, that is used to analyze
agreement between both gestures and props. This score is identical to previous agreement
scores (Vatavu and Wobbrock, 2015) when used for unimodal selection (e.g., gestures), but
also accommodates multimodal selections (e.g., gestures and props).
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1.1 Research Questions
Combining manipulative gestures with physical props for interactions in virtual environ-
ments raises several research questions. In this thesis, I investigated the following:
1. What gestures would people perform with physical props to complete CAD-like and
open-world referents in VR?
2. What physical props would people choose to manipulate objects in VR?
3. How would people leverage physical props to manipulate virtual objects?
1.2 Contributions
The contributions of the research presented in this thesis are:
• A set of gesture-prop combinations for 20 CAD-like and open-world-like referents.
• A language for articulating and implementing gestures with physical props, based on
context-free grammars.
• A generalization of the agreement score metric to account for multiple selections in
elicitation studies.
• Insights into how people leverage physical props to perform gestures. Results suggest
two strategies taken by participants: pick a prop and design a suitable gesture for it,
or design a gesture and pick a suitable prop for it.
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1.3 Thesis Organization
I organized this thesis into five chapters following the introduction.
• In chapter 2, I present a literature review with relevant background in the fields of
gesture elicitation studies and haptics technology for VR. In the first section of this
chapter, I analyze several elicitation studies that followed the methodology used for
this study. In the second section, I review a large body of haptic feedback devices.
I categorize them into active haptics, passive haptics, and dynamic passive haptics.
The majority of the work discussed in chapter 2 belongs to the Human Factors in
Computing Systems (CHI) and the User Interface Software and Technology (UIST)
communities.
• In chapter 3, I present the study methods as well as the design of the elicitation
study. I discuss and ground relevant components of the study, such as how I created
the vocabulary of props and how I picked the 20 VR referents.
• In chapter 4, I show the results of the elicitation study. In this chapter, I report Ges-
ture and prop agreement scores for each VR referent, I explain context-free grammars
to articulate gestures with props, I present the user-defined gesture set for 20 VR
referents, and I introduce a classification of gestures with props.
• In chapter 5, I discuss implications of the results for VR systems that use physical
props and for future elicitation studies.
• In chapter 6, finally, I provide a general conclusion of my research, highlighting con-




In this chapter, I provide readers with an overview of previous work around gesture elic-
itation studies for a variety of domains, and haptic feedback to improve immersion and
enhance realism in VR. I divide this chapter into two main sections, with two and three
subsections, respectively. In section 2.1, I discuss existing gesture elicitation studies in dif-
ferent human-computer interaction fields. In subsection 2.1.3, I discuss two gesture-based
user interfaces for CAD modelling, from which I extracted a group of referents for the study
I present in this thesis. In section 2.2, I discuss research in the area of haptic technologies
in virtual reality experiences. I break down this section into active haptics (2.2.1), passive
haptics (2.2.2), and dynamic passive haptics (2.2.3).
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2.1 Gesture Elicitation Studies in HCI
Gesture elicitation is a widely used technique in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) for
identifying gesture vocabularies that are self-discoverable (Tsandilas, 2018). In an elic-
itation study, users are commonly shown the effect of an action (referent) and asked to
propose a gesture that would trigger this referent. Vatavu (2012) argues that incorporating
users in the design process represents a viable alternative for collecting important data to
inform design. Wobbrock et al. (2009) developed a user-defined set of gestures based on
the degree of consensus (agreement score Wobbrock et al. (2005)) among participants to
complete 27 referents. Agreement analysis can guide the design of gesture sets and help
understand how referents or commands naturally map to gestures. Wobbrock et al. (2009)
also classified their elicited vocabulary of gestures in a taxonomy for tabletop systems de-
sign, which aims to capture the gesture design space in a tabletop environment. Later, the
authors compared this gesture set with a gesture set proposed by a designer and found
that the user-defined set is easier to remember (Morris et al., 2010).
Since Wobbrock et al.’s work, elicitation studies have become a common practice for
determining suitable gestures, but so far most studies have been limited to actions using
hands and fingers to interact with specific technology, such as mobile devices (Gomes
et al., 2018; Ruiz et al., 2011), televisions (Vatavu, 2012), public displays (Kray et al.,
2010), smartwatches (Arefin Shimon et al., 2016), and augmented reality (Piumsomboon
et al., 2013). Kray et al. (2010) ran an elicitation study where participants produced natural
gestures with their mobile phone to trigger 20 referents. They investigated three different
conditions: phone-to-phone, phone-to-tabletop, and phone-to-public displays. Later, Ruiz
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et al. (2011) presented a study that elicited motion gestures to execute 19 commands on
smartphone devices (e.g., answer a call, go to home screen, or ignore call), resulting in a
user-defined gesture set. After that, Vatavu (2012) proposed a set of candidate gestures for
12 common TV control referents, such as volume up, help, or open. Then, Piumsomboon
et al. (2013) developed a user-defined gesture set for 40 referents in AR. Their vocabulary
of referents was divided into categories, for example, transform (rotate, scale, or move),
control (play, stop, or reset), and edit (insert, delete, or cut). This study aimed to capture
gesture input that users would use to manipulate objects in AR. After that, Shimon et
al. (2016) conducted their elicitation study to build a set of non-touchscreen gestures for
31 smartwatches referents. As it can be seen, the elicitation technique has been widely
adopted to propose novel interaction techniques with a variety of interfaces.
Other elicitation studies have focused on creating gestures sets while manipulating
devices. Valdes et al. (2014) investigated the use of gestural interaction with active tokens
for manipulating large information sets on multi-touch and tangible interfaces. The user-
generated gesture set includes manipulative gestures such tilting a token or neighboring
two tokens. MagicScroll, by Gomes et al. (2018), is a rollable table for gestural input. The
authors used this device to create a gesture set for action and navigation-based tasks that
people perform on mobile platforms. Lastly, Nanjappan et al. (2018) ran an elicitation
study to create a set of natural and suitable gestures for 17 VR referents using dual-hand
VR controllers.
In this thesis, I adopted the elicitation study methodology to determine a gesture set
for using physical props to control virtual reality, and by necessity build on this previous
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work to be able to incorporate not only the choice of gesture, but also the choice of physical
artifact used with the gesture.
2.1.1 Agreement Assessment Methods
To measure agreement among participants’ proposals (gestures) in elicitation studies, re-
searchers have used the agreement index A introduced by Wobbrock et al. (2005, 2009),
or the agreement rate AR (Vatavu and Wobbrock, 2015) metric, a formalized version of
the agreement index A formula. Intuitively, one assumes that: if for a given referent, the
number of gestures proposed is equal to the number of participants (i.e., no gesture is re-
peated), the agreement score would yield zero. Unfortunately, the original agreement index
A formula does not capture this. The agreement rate (AR) formula does, since it is defined
by Vatavu and Wobbrock as: “the number of pairs of participants in agreement with each
other divided by the total number of pairs of participants that could agree”. For instance,
if not a single pair of participants agree with each other, the score computed is zero.
Ruiz et al., Vatavu, Piumdomboon et al. and Nanjappan et al. used the agreement
index formula. Shimon et al., on the other hand, used the agreement rate formula to
quantify gesture agreement scores. In this thesis, I used the agreement rate formula to
calculate gesture agreement scores. However, I made a generalization in order to introduce
a new agreement score based on set similarity metrics that allows one to analyze agreement
between both gestures and props.
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2.1.2 Agreement Assessment Issues in Elicitation Studies
Tsandilas (2018) identified a series of problems with elicitation studies and agreement
assessment methods (Vatavu and Wobbrock, 2015; Wobbrock et al., 2009):
1. Measures such as the agreement index A and agreement rate AR do not consider that
agreement between participants can occur by chance, and chance agreement is present
in gesture elicitation studies due to bias factors. Tsandilas uses two distributions with
properties that reflect how bias affects chance agreement, Zipf-Mandelbrot and dis-
crete half-normal probability distributions, to demonstrate that as bias increases,
chance agreement also increases. Prior experience and knowledge with existing inter-
faces, poor study settings, and low fidelity device prototypes are common sources of
bias in elicitation studies (Morris et al., 2014; Ruiz and Vogel, 2015). These and other
factors (memorability, acceptability, physical complexity) can influence participants
to focus on certain gestures and disregard others. According to Tsandilas, researchers
should ensure their agreement measures take bias factors into account.
2. Guidelines for interpreting levels of agreement rate (AR) proposed by Vatavu and
Wobbrock (2015) (low, medium, high, and very high) rely on conflicting assumptions
that can lead to overoptimistic conclusions about agreement reached by participants.
To derive these guidelines, Vatavu and Wobbrock relied on a flawed probability dis-
tribution and on a survey of agreement rates from many previous elicitation studies.
Tsandilas specifically highlights the need for more research in this field to define uni-
versal agreement scores levels. For now, he encourages researchers to avoid reporting
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levels to interpret agreement. Instead, as Gwet (2014) and Krippendorff (2004) claim,
confidence intervals can be provided to better interpret agreement.
3. The V rd and V b significant tests proposed by Vatavu and Wobbrock for comparing
agreement scores within participants and between participants, respectively, rely on
probabilistic assumptions that yield extremely high Type I error rates.
In this thesis, I followed Tsandilas’ recommendations to provide a solution for problem
1. Specifically, I used Scott’s (1955) π and Fleiss’ (1971) κF coefficients to report chance
agreement of gestures. This increases transparency and help researchers to better inter-
pret the results. To partially reduce the effect of problem 2 on this work, I adopted the
Jackknifing re-sampling method (Quenouille, 1949) to report confidence intervals of both
gestures and prop agreement. With regard to problem 3, computing statistical significance
tests for agreement scores is outside the scope of this work.
2.1.3 Gesture-based User Interfaces for CAD Modelling
In my thesis, I explored the domain of 3D modelling in computer-automated design (CAD),
and some work has already explored the use of gestures to perform 3D modelling tasks.
Khan et al. (2019) presented a compilation of a set of gestures and speech commands for 3D
CAD modelling for conceptual design that were elicited from participants and evaluated
by experts individually. In this study, the authors included modelling tasks like “rotate”,
“scale”, and “zoom in”, which are some of the referents in this thesis. Huang et al. (2014)
also presented a system that recognized hand gestures along with hand position information
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and converted them into commands for rotating, translating and scaling 3D models. I
expanded the vocabulary of commands (referents) of this previous work by incorporating
tasks such as “changing colour”, “bending”, “perforating”, “beveling” to my own work.
2.2 Haptics Technology in Virtual Reality
As VR evolves at an accelerated rate, novel and sophisticated technologies surge to bring
make virtual environments approximate the physical world. One such technology is haptics
technology. VR haptics technology allows people to feel virtual environments via the sense
of touch, in addition to visual and auditory perception. Traditionally haptics technology
has come in the form of external devices like gloves, shoes, controllers, joysticks, et cetera,
through which users receive feedback in the form of vibrations. This feedback provides
realistic physical sensations in the hand or other parts of the body, similar to the ones
people realize in the real world. Several studies have demonstrated the evident benefits of
incorporating haptic feedback in VR experiences, such as fostering embodied interaction,
presence, and immersion (Azmandian et al., 2016; Frohner et al., 2019; Schulz et al., 2019).
Nonetheless, VR haptics technology is growing beyond creating vibrations. In recent
times, there has been an impressive amount of research in the area of incorporating physical
objects or devices and haptic feedback in virtual reality experiences, in the form of active
haptics, passive haptics, and dynamic passive haptics.
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2.2.1 Active Haptics in Virtual Reality
Active haptic feedback (AHF) technology provides feedback through integrated systems
of powered actuators (Zenner and Kruger, 2017) that exert forces on users of VR systems
(McClelland et al., 2017) to render virtual content. Researchers in this area have spent
a significant amount of time and effort customizing controllers for input in VR, some of
which come in the following forms:
• Grounded/ungrounded shape-changing surfaces
• Electro-mechanical actuators
• Pneumatically-actuated interfaces
• Touch-and-texture rendering devices
Grounded/ungrounded Shape-changing Surfaces
Work in this area belongs to the encountered-type haptic systems: active devices that move
or change shape such that when users touch a virtual object, they encounter the haptic
device (Abtahi and Follmer, 2018). Abtahi and Follmer (2018) designed and evaluated a
matrix of actuated pins that physically renders 2.5D content (Leithinger et al., 2015). The
authors developed three applications to demonstrate its functionality: a pentagon maze
in which the walls of a maze are rendered to provide haptic feedback as the user’s finger
follows the path, a virtual museum where a sculpted relief piece is reproduced so that the
user haptically explore art work, and a ball bouncing on the user’s finger. These exploratory
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applications are limited to single finger interactions. Siu et al. (2018), however, constructed
a similar system for manipulating tangibles that allows user interaction using the entire
hand. Among the renderings generated with this device, a terrain map and a house can be
found. Shape-changing surfaces can provide realistic haptic feedback, but low resolution,
pin speed, and surface size limit their usage for manipulating virtual objects the same way
it is done in the real world.
Electro-mechanical actuators
The CLAW (Choi et al., 2018) VR handheld controller provides articulated movement and
force feedback actuation to user’s index finger. This device allows for convincing haptic
rendering of grasping a ball, pushing a button, touching spaced grooves, and triggering a
gun. CapstanCrunch (Sinclair et al., 2019) is another handheld controller that reproduces
touch and grasp haptic sensations in VR. According to the authors, to successfully render
haptics for virtual objects, controllers must be built to produce and endure human-scale
forces during interaction. CapstanCrunch possess this feature due to a controlled brake
that renders grasp feedback at varying stiffness. This is demonstrated with an experiment
where the device renders haptic sensation of a virtual ball being pinched by the user. Other
renderings presented in this work were pressing a button and operating scissors.
Touch-and-texture Rendering Devices
Benko et al. (2016) presented a couple of mechanically-actuated hand-held controllers that
enables users to feel 3D surfaces, textures, and forces that match visual content: Normal-
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Touch and TextureTouch. The first one provides haptic feedback through an active tiltable
and extrudable platform. The second one does it via an array of actuated pins. These de-
vices can render a variety of rigid and deformable 3D objects, such as simple shapes, as well
as more complex ones, like cars and animals. On the other hand, Whitmire et al. (2018)
built Haptic Revolver, a handheld VR controller that renders touch contact, pressure, shear
forces, textures and other shapes using a rotating wheel beneath the index finger. This de-
vice is capable of rendering demos of a playing card game, painting, sculpting, and typing.
It is evident that tiltable platforms, automated pins, rotating wheels or similar devices in
this area can render multiple haptic sensations. However, interactivity with virtual envi-
ronments is achieved only with a finger, which limits their usage for manipulating virtual
objects.
Pneumatically-actuated interfaces
Force Jacket (Delazio et al., 2018) is an array of pneumatically-actuated airbags that pro-
vide precise force and vibrations to the upper body. Its features allow for rendering of
a snowball fight or a snake crawling on the user. TilePop (Teng et al., 2019), similarly,
reproduces virtual experiences, such as mounting a dinosaur or navigating on a boat with
inflatable floor tiles. This work illustrate interesting approaches to rendering virtual ex-
periences, rather than only virtual objects. It is also a promising technique for providing
haptic feedback for the whole body.
The four forms of active haptic feedback (AHF) discussed are only a small sample
of the extensive literature in this field. Evidently, AHF offers interaction techniques that
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realistically simulate how people interact with physical objects in the real world, but it
heavily relies on systems that are complex, intrusive, expensive, robust, or a combination
of these (McClelland et al., 2017).
2.2.2 Passive Haptics in Virtual Reality
In contrast to AHF, passive haptic feedback (PHF) does not use computer-controlled ac-
tuators to exert forces (Zenner and Kruger, 2017). Instead, passive haptics uses static
physical objects of different materials and building techniques as props in VR. Props are
a feasible approach with natural feedback qualities (Arora et al., 2019; McClelland et al.,
2017; Muender et al., 2019) to manipulate virtual objects in virtual environments. Manip-
ulating virtual objects with appropriate PHF provides a satisfying sense of presence in VR
(Azmandian et al., 2016).
Some authors have presented interesting approaches with single-purpose passive props
that can be mapped to virtual objects in different ways. Yang et al. (2018) created VR
Grabbers, a passive chopsticks-like VR controller for precise virtual object manipulation
that works on an ungrounded haptic retargeting technique. This device allows grabbing and
dropping a variety of virtual objects of different size and geometry. Muender et al. (2019)
fabricated a tree, an avatar, and a trampoline using three different fidelities for each: LEGO-
brand bricks, 3D-printing, and uniform shapes. The authors evaluated the effect of tangibles
with different haptic fidelities on immersion, performance, and intuitive interaction for a
3D scene created in VR. Chang et al. (2017) described TASC, a system of tangible objects
to create a strong sense of embodiment in a virtual environment for spatial puzzle solving.
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This system consisted of a pair of wooden rectangular prisms on a rail that could only be
moved along one axis. Strandholt et al. (2020) used a hammer, a screwdriver, and a hand
saw, a wooden surface, and a wooden plank to provide hammering, screwing, and sawing
haptic experiences. This was done through redirected tool-mediated manipulation.
Since it can be expensive and impractical to map each physical proxy to a virtual object,
authors have directed their work to developing multi-purpose or reconfigurable objects. In
this way, users enjoy multiple experiences with a single system. In recent times, Arora
et al. (2019) presented VirtualBricks, a LEGO-based toolkit that enables construction of
a variety of controllers and props for VR. Using VirtualBricks, users are able to feel the
manipulation of a variety of objects, such as a weapon, a slingshot, a fishing rod, and
even a DJ board. In addition, the versatility of this system allows re-implementation of
artifacts from past work: TASC (Chang et al., 2017) and Haptobend (McClelland et al.,
2017). HapTwist (Zhu et al., 2019) is a twistable passive device made of Rubik’s Twist to
create haptic proxies for distinct hand-graspable VR objects, such as a ping-pong paddle,
a steering wheel, a machine gun, and a fishing rod. Araujo et al. (2016) implemented
Snake Charmer, an encountered-type motorized robotic arm with a prop (cube) attached.
As users reach into a virtual object, the arm spatially aligns with that object’s virtual
representation and provides a physical surface. This matches one or more of the virtual
object’s shape, texture, and temperature, for the user to touch and feel. Cheng et al. (2018)
developed iTurk, a foldable and reconfigurable board to render a suitcase, a fuse cabinet, a
railing, and a seat in VR. More recently, Ning et al. (2020) constructed Haptic-go-around
a surrounding platform that deploys props to provide haptic feedback in any direction in
VR. The vocabulary of props includes a ball, a gun, a button, and a helm.
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2.2.3 Dynamic Passive Haptics
Zenner et al. (2017) constructed Shifty, a weight-shifting mechanism to enhance object per-
ception in VR. The system is an array of mechanical actuators that can change its internal
weight distribution to automatically provide mixed active and passive haptic feedback. To
reduce lack of generality of passive and active haptics devices, the authors introduced the
concept of dynamic passive haptic feedback—systems that use actuators to change their
passive haptic properties (size, shape, texture, weight, position, etc.) without exerting no-
ticeable active forces on people. Prior work that aligns with this definition can be found
in the literature, and it traditionally comes in the form of either force-feedback devices
(exoskeletons and wearables) or shape- and/or weight-changing systems.
Force-feedback devices (exoskeletons and wearables)
Researchers have implemented glove-style exoskeletons to provide haptic feedback for
grasping of virtual objects. Dexmo (Gu et al., 2016) is an exoskeleton that exerts an
opposing force to the user’s finger tips. However, rather than applying torque control at
each individual joint of the exoskeleton, the system forms a rigid body by using a servomo-
tor that shifts stopping blocks to stop the rotation of all joints. Thus, haptic feedback is
provided. Grasping a cube and manipulating an arch are a couple of applications of Dexmo.
Wolverine (Choi and Follmer, 2016) is another wearable haptic device that renders a force
directly between the thumb and three fingers to simulate grasps. This device provides the
sensation of grasping objects (e.g., a mug) through a brake-based system that resists mo-
tion of the thumb and the fingers. More recently, Choi et al. (2017) presented Grabity,
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a gripper-style haptic device that provides various types of force feedback to users, such
as touching, grasping, gravity, inertia, and rigid stiffness. Using Grabity, users are able to
touch an object, grasp it, perceive its size, lift it and feel its weight, as well as recognize if
they translated it too fast.
Shape- and/or weight-changing systems
Unlike wearable and exoskeleton devices, researchers have also explored handheld reconfig-
urable systems that render a variety of haptic sensations in VR. HaptoBend (McClelland
et al., 2017) is a shape-changing prototype that provides haptic feedback for multiple ob-
jects. HaptoBend allows users to bend the device into 2D plane-like shapes (e.g., a phone
or a tablet) and multi-surface 3D shapes (e.g., a flashlight or a hammer). Strasnick et al.
(2018) introduced Haptic Links, a set of electro-mechanically actuated physical connections
capable of rendering variable stiffness between two handheld virtual reality controllers. In
this way, the system creates haptic rendering of diverse two-handed objects, such as a rifle,
a bow, a trombone, and a couple of pistols. Transcalibur (Shigeyama et al., 2019) is a
novel reconfigurable handheld controller that renders a 2D shape by by modifying its mass
properties on a 2D planar area. Due to this feature, users can perceive various shapes in
a virtual environment, for example, holding a sword, a gun, and a crossbow. Zenner and
Krüger (2019) implemented Drag:on, a device whose appearance and performance are sim-
ilar to Transcalibur ’s. The handheld controller provides haptic feedback based on drag, i.e.
air resistance and weight shift. By using Drag:on, users are able to experience the haptic
sensation of manipulating a ratchet, a shovel, and a wagon.
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This large body of work classified into active, passive and dynamic-passive haptic feed-
back presents many possible opportunities to provide the feeling of manipulating physical
objects in VR. The work I present in this thesis builds on this work by focusing on deter-
mining a vocabulary of how to leverage physical props to perform actions (i.e., gestures)
in a VR system. While I think my research could help inform the design of gestures that
incorporate active haptics, the scope is currently limited to the use of props with passive
haptics. Nonetheless, I intend to provide both a gesture set that could be used by this
other work, and to inform future elicitation studies that incorporate the use of physical
props (or the feeling of them) when performing a gesture.
2.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I presented an overview of previous work around gesture elicitation stud-
ies, gesture-based user interfaces for CAD modelling, and haptic feedback technology in
VR. Since the user-defined gesture set for tabletops presented by Wobbrock et al. (2009),
researchers have adopted the elicitation technique to design suitable gestures interaction
with a diverse group of technologies, such as public displays (Kray et al., 2010), mobile
platforms (Gomes et al., 2018; Ruiz et al., 2011), tangible interfaces (Valdes et al., 2014),
smartwatches (Arefin Shimon et al., 2016), televisions (Vatavu, 2012), augmented and vir-
tual reality (Nanjappan et al., 2018; Piumsomboon et al., 2013). To measure agreement
among participants’ input (e.g., gestures) in elicitation studies, researchers have used the
agreement index A (Wobbrock et al., 2009) and the agreement rate AR (Vatavu and Wob-
brock, 2015). In this study, I applied the latter to measure gesture agreement for each
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referent, as it captures it realistically (e.g., if no participants agree with each other, agree-
ment score yields zero). I generalized Vatavu and Wobbrock’s 2015 AR formula to calculate
prop agreement scores for each referent. Tsandilas (2018) emphasized on a series of limita-
tions of the A and AR metrics. For instance, I adhered to two of his recommendations that
reduce to effect of these limitations on my work. 3D modelling referents (tasks) are used in
the elicitation study presented in this thesis. The list of tasks includes a few found in past
work that already explored the use of gestures to perform 3D modelling tasks (Huang and
Rai, 2014; Khan and Tunçer, 2019). Finally, researchers, designers, and hapticians have de-
veloped a vast number of devices to render or incorporate physical to virtual environment
for interaction with virtual objects. These devices provide active (Abtahi and Follmer,
2018; Benko et al., 2016; Choi et al., 2018; Delazio et al., 2018; Sinclair et al., 2019; Siu
et al., 2018; Teng et al., 2019; Whitmire et al., 2018), passive (Araujo et al., 2016; Arora
et al., 2019; Chang et al., 2017; Cheng et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2020; Muender et al., 2019;
Strandholt et al., 2020; Yan et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2019), or dynamic passive (Choi and
Follmer, 2016; Choi et al., 2017; Gu et al., 2016; McClelland et al., 2017; Shigeyama et al.,
2019; Strasnick et al., 2018; Zenner and Kruger, 2017; Zenner and Krüger, 2019) feedback.
The work I present in this thesis builds on top of this large body of devices by determining






For this study, I chose an elicitation approach (Wobbrock et al., 2009). User experience
designers and developers have argued that users should not be made to learn artificial
gestural languages to interact with systems or interfaces because it is not a natural approach
(Malizia and Bellucci, 2012). Instead, by means of a natural interface, users should be put in
a position to employ the same gestures they employ to interact with their environment (e.g.
objects), just as evolution and education has taught us. Unfortunately, gestural interfaces
often rely on experts and professional designers, instead of considering spontaneity of users
(Malizia and Bellucci, 2012) and understanding user preferences (Morris et al., 2010).
Consequently, they are forced to adopt an expert-design or technology-driven approach to
interaction (e.g. the mouse).
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The elicitation technique, which includes the participation of non-technical users in the
design of interactive systems, represents a suitable solution for this problem and the one
that I adopted for this research. The study I present in this thesis is aligned with Malizia
et al.’s goal of gestural interfaces (Malizia and Bellucci, 2012), which is to provide users
with a natural and intuitive approach to interact with an eventual VR gestural interface
so that, ideally, no significant learning or training for specific gesture-referent mappings
is needed. People are knowledgeable of physical props (objects) because interacting with
them is an inevitable part of their lives (Alzayat et al., 2014, 2017, 2019). For instance, by
incorporating props to this study, users do not need training and they are able to expand
the gesture vocabulary that can be achieved with hands and fingers only.
The experimental study I conducted for this research follows Wobbrock et al.’s method
(Wobbrock et al., 2009) to design surface gestures for tabletop referents, which has led to
gesture sets in other domains (Arefin Shimon et al., 2016; Kray et al., 2010; Nanjappan
et al., 2018; Piumsomboon et al., 2013; Ruiz et al., 2011; Vatavu, 2012):
1. The effect of a referent being completed in VR is displayed.
2. Participants are asked to choose a single or multiple of props from a group of 95 (75
props and 20 spare LEGO bricks) randomly arranged and numbered on a grid.
3. Participants are asked to perform a manipulative gesture with the chosen prop(s)
that would complete the displayed referent.
Figure 3.1 shows the three stages of the elicitation process I implemented in this study;
participants repeated these steps for a total of 20 VR referents.
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a) b) c)
Figure 3.1: Gesture elicitation study with props that follows a previous methodology (Wob-
brock et al., 2009). A participant: a) watches the completion of a referent, b) chooses a set
of physical props, and c) performs a gesture with the chosen prop(s) that would complete
the referent.
3.1.1 Selection of VR Referents
To ground the work I present in this research, and to represent a rich vocabulary of refer-
ents, I used CAD-like and open-world game commands. Similar to previous gesture-based
user interfaces for CAD 3D modelling (Huang and Rai, 2014; Khan and Tunçer, 2019;
Khan et al., 2019; Nanjappan et al., 2018), I included simple tasks like “rotate”, “scale”,
“extrude”, “copy-paste” (duplicate), “make a cone”, and “zoom”. I expanded this vocabu-
lary of referents with some more complex ones, like “Twist”, “Bend”, “Bevel”, “Extruded
cut” (puncture), “Stretch”, “Deform a model”, “Assemble”, “Colour”, and “Tighten bolt
and nut”, which are typically found in standard CAD modelling software and VR CAD
modelling applications (e.g., AutoCAD, SolidWorks, Blender, MakeVR Pro, Mesh Maker
VR, to name a few). In addition, I surveyed two VR open-world games, like Job Simulator
and Rec Room, to incorporate abstract commands like “Turn on a light”, “Open a hinged
door”, “Close two sliding doors”, “Change the time”, “Join two spheres”, and “Hang a
piece of art on a wall”. Table 3.1 shows a description of the effect of each VR referent
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included in this elicitation study, and Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9, in chapter 4, illustrate
them in the format of beginning (on the left) and end (on the right). While I assigned labels
(names) to the referents, I did not show these to participants in the study to avoid bias
(they instead viewed the effect of each of them in a VR headset). The effect of all referents
was animated while visualizing them in the VR headset, except for “Duplicate”, “Punc-
ture” and “Turn ON”, where the effect was presented in a binary way (i.e., go straight
from beginning to end).
3.1.2 Selection of Physical Props
Deciding on the physical props to include in this study presented two challenges. What
would be the best vocabulary of props? And how large would this vocabulary need to
be? Instead of arbitrarily answering these questions, I looked at the sandtray therapy
(Homeyer, 2011), a type of psychological therapy of play in which the use of miniatures
and figurines in a tray of sand acts as a vehicle for young patients to express feelings and
emotions. In other words, patients are given the opportunity to freely associate physical
objects with their feelings and emotions, and build a representative scene on the sand.
In her manual (Homeyer, 2011), Homeyer suggest categories of objects, such as nature,
people, tools, fantasy, and transportation, as well as a helpful guideline for achieving a rich
vocabulary of objects. This guideline states that having a limited collection represents a
limited vocabulary. On the other hand, having a massive set of items increases cognitive
load. Considering these recommendations, I selected a vocabulary of approximately 100
props; 95, to be exact.
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Referent Description
A Join a straight line is traced to join two green spheres sized differently
B Twist an initially brown straight bar is twisted
C Bevel a red cube is beveled from one of its edges
D Bend a dark flat rectangular plate is bent
E Hang
a painting initially on the white ground is hung on a gray virtual wall
that includes a second painting
F Open a brown hinged door is opened
G Close two brown sliding doors are closed
H Zoom
the view of the camera is zoomed to the model of a
virtual house
I Reshape
a virtual object initially presented as a purple cylinder transforms
into a cone
J Rotate a palm tree is rotated 180 degrees
K Stretch a blue cylinder is stretched from both ends
L Extrude
a green square cross-sectional area within a blue-coloured cube is
extruded
M Puncture
a circular volume is removed from the center of an initially green
solid hexagonal prism
N Turn ON
a lamp post located in the darkness is turned ON, emitting a
reflection on the virtual ground
O Run time
time is accelerated to make the environment around a virtual house
go from daytime to dusk
P Deform
the top section of a vertically oriented red straight bar is stretched
and expanded
Q Duplicate a single small staircase is duplicated
R Assemble
two flat identical blocks contrarily oriented, one green and one blue,
are assembled together
S Colour an initially blue coloured cube changes to yellow
T Tighten a bolt is inserted in a nut
Table 3.1: Labels and descriptions of the 20 VR Referents included in this elicitation
study. These referents were extracted from prior work (Huang and Rai, 2014; Khan and
Tunçer, 2019; Khan et al., 2019; Nanjappan et al., 2018), CAD 3D modelling software, VR
CAD modelling applications, and Open-World games. Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 provide
an illustration of each.
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I picked a first group of props by following categories from sandtray therapy. Therefore,
figures like a fox, a flower, a ghost, a wrench, a magnet, a sword, a spaceship, among others,
were selected. In a second group, I included props used or explored in prior research (Arora
et al., 2019; McClelland et al., 2017; Muender et al., 2019; Weichel et al., 2014; Yan et al.,
2018), and later I complemented the vocabulary with abstract props that seemed interesting
to explore for CAD modelling and open-world game referents, such as a cube, a plane, and
a sphere.
I used an Eden260v 3D printer to fabricate 50 of the 95 props, 25 of flexible material
and 25 of rigid material. 8 props were LEGO-built specific assemblies, and 20 were spare
bricks that would allow participants to construct a desired prop that was not available.
The remaining 13 were retail-manufactured objects purchased in museums and hardware
stores. I also included 3 handheld controllers, from Vive, Oculus and Nintendo Switch.
I recognized that using free association was beneficial for this elicitation study because
it unveils information that matters to people. In the sandtray therapy, inspiration tends to
start with associations to the presented repertoire of objects (Hancock et al., 2010), which
leads to a scene of what patients feel or think. In this study, free association and inspiration
occurred when participants were asked to choose props from a vast vocabulary of props to
then perform a gesture with them. Physical props have a relatively fixed purpose. However,
the way that people freely do manipulation with them becomes part of the person’s means
of articulating their own gestures with the picked props. Figure 3.2 shows the vocabulary
of objects used in this elicitation study.
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Figure 3.2: The vocabulary of 95 physical props used for this elicitation study. 50 props
were 3D printed, 25 with flexible material and 25 with rigid material. 28 props were LEGO-
brand toys, 8 specific models and 20 spare bricks. 13 retail-manufactured objects and 3
handheld gaming controllers from Vive, Oculus and Nintendo Switch.
3.1.3 Participants
I recruited a total of 21 participants from the university campus, ages 19 to 32 (M = 25.4,
SD = 3.7), 7 identified as women and 14 as men; each was paid $15. Upon the completion
of the study, they completed a validated questionnaire about skills and experience with
VR, 3D printing, CAD, and gaming. Five participants in total had previous experience
with VR environments and nine had experience operating 3D printers.
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3.1.4 Apparatus
Participants watched the execution of the referents using an HTC Vive headset connected
to an MSI VR-ready laptop. I used a compact camera facing the participant’s seat to record
gestures, and a Fusion GoPro camera placed near the ceiling of the study room to capture
the selection process of the props. Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 illustrate the room where the
study took place. I modelled the virtual objects using the Blender 3D computer graphics
software, and I animated the referents in the Unity 3D game engine.
3.1.5 Procedure
Upon arrival, I compensated participants and asked them to complete a consent form.
Then I gave them a detailed verbal description of the experiment. I did not reveal the
VR referents, but I showed a sample (not part of the actual referents for the study) on
a monitor. For each participant, I randomly arranged the physical props on a table at
the center of the room. I pointed out the different fidelities available to the participant:
3D-printed rigid and flexible, LEGO-built figures/bricks, and manufactured retail objects.
After that, participants took approximately five minutes to familiarize themselves with the
props. I then supervised and, upon request, supported participants for appropriate and
comfortable wearing of the VR headset.
The software presented the 20 referents shown in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 in random
order. As in Wobbrock et al. (2009), for each referent, participants performed a gesture
with physical props. I did not impose restrictions on the number of props to pick, and
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Figure 3.3: Two participants performing in the study. On the left, participant 4 picking
up a retail-manufactured flute for gesture demonstration. On the right, participant 10
assembling a model with LEGO-brand bricks that was not available.
there was no time limit. The study concluded with a computer-administered demographics
questionnaire.
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Figure 3.4: Study room setting
3.2 Chapter Summary
I designed a gesture elicitation study using physical props to investigate the research ques-
tions stated in section 1.1. By adopting this technique, I aimed to develop a natural and
interactive VR interface where people are able to employ gestures with props that they em-
ploy to interact with their environment, instead of forcing them to learn artificial gestural
languages. The study follows Wobbrock et al.’s (2009) methodology by asking 21 partici-
pants from the university campus to choose from 90+ props to perform 3D manipulation
for 20 different CAD-like and open-world referents (actions). I extracted referents from
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previous work (Huang and Rai, 2014; Khan and Tunçer, 2019; Khan et al., 2019; Nanjap-
pan et al., 2018), from 3D modelling software, from two VR modelling applications, and
from two open-world games. I created the vocabulary of props by following categories (e.g.,
nature, people, fantasy) recommended by sandtray therapy (Homeyer, 2011), by extracting
some from prior work (Arora et al., 2019; McClelland et al., 2017; Muender et al., 2019;
Weichel et al., 2014; Yan et al., 2018), and by incorporating some abstract props (e.g.,
cube, plane) that seemed interesting to explore. I used four materials: 3D-printed flexible
props, 3D-printed rigid props, LEGO-brand figures and bricks, and retail-manufactured





In this chapter, I propose a participant-defined set of gestures using physical props based
on the data collected from my study, descriptions of patterns found in the elicited gestures,
and two sets of agreement scores: one for gestures and one for physical props.
4.1 A Participant-Defined Gesture Set
Similar to Piumsomboon et al. (2013) and Nanjappan et al. (2018), I grouped participant
responses into a set of gestures for each referent. For each referent, I grouped gestures that
exhibited the same pattern together, and I chose the group with the largest consensus to
be the representative gesture for the referent. This differs slightly from elicitation studies
for 2D systems, such as tabletops (Wobbrock et al., 2009), mobile devices (Ruiz et al.,
2011), smartwatches (Arefin Shimon et al., 2016), public displays (Kray et al., 2010), and
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televisions (Vatavu, 2012), as I loosened constraints from “gestures must be identical” to
“gestures must be similar” or “gestures should show the same pattern”.
I recognized a total of 197 unique gestures from the 420 gestures elicited from 21
participants for each of the 20 VR referents. I found that the most natural and expressive
way of capturing each gesture was as a context-free grammar (CFG), which described the
gesture, which props had been chosen for that gesture across all the participants who made
that gesture, and how those props fit into the description.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the CFG representation for referent C (Bevel), where a rectan-
gular prism’s corner is beveled. The most used gesture (five participants) was Cut, where
participants took a cube and cut a bevel into it with either a 3D-printed knife or an X-
acto knife. Here, the virtual cube is presented as the variable “PROP”, which represents the
object being beveled, and represent the knife and X-acto knife as “CUTTING PROP”, which
affords the action of cutting:
G → Cut section of PROP with CUTTING_PROP
PROP → Cube | Imaginary
CUTTING_PROP → Knife | X-acto Knife
Participants doing the Cut gesture either held a cube to represent the virtual prism, or
held their hand as if they were holding an imaginary prism, then cut the bevel with the
CUTTING PROP.
The next most used gesture for referent C (Bevel) was adhere (two participants), where
participants took either a cube or a sofa, and placed a flat object (either a 3D-printed
hinge in its flat position or a 3D-printed plane) on the corner of it:
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G → Cut section of PROP with CUTTING_PROP
PROP → Cube | Imaginary
CUTTING_PROP → Knife | X-acto knife
Cut section of Cube with X-acto Knife
P1
Cut section of Cube with Knife
P2
Gesture 2 (2 participants):
G→ Adhere FLAT_PROP diagonally to edge of CUBIC_PROP
FLAT_PROP → Hinge | Plane
CUBIC_PROP → Couch | Cube 
Adhere Plane diagonally to edge of Couch
Adhere Hinge diagonally to edge of Cube
G→ Push edge of {Cube} inwards with N
N → Thumbs | Palm 
P5
Gesture 1 (5 participants):
Gesture 3 (2 participants):
P3
P4
Push edge of {Cube} inwards with Fingers
Referent C: Bevel
Figure 4.1: Three of the thirteen gestures identified for referent C: Bevel. Each gesture is
articulated as a context-free grammar, showing what physical props can be used with that
gesture.
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G → Adhere FLAT_PROP diagonally to edge of CUBIC_PROP
FLAT_PROP → Hinge | Plane
CUBIC_PROP → Cube | Couch
Another gesture for referent C was push, where participants simply attempted to push
one of the top edges of a 3D-printed cube with either their two thumbs or their palm:
G → Push {Cube} edge of Cube inwards with N
N → Thumbs | Palm
For each referent (here, Bevel), I chose the most demonstrated gesture (here, Cut) for
the proposed gesture set. Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 illustrate the complete proposed set of
gestures with their corresponding referents.
4.2 Gesture Agreement
With previous gesture studies (Arefin Shimon et al., 2016; Kray et al., 2010; Nanjappan
et al., 2018; Piumsomboon et al., 2013; Ruiz et al., 2011; Vatavu, 2012; Wobbrock et al.,
2009), participants would suggest one gesture per referent, so agreement was calculated for
gestures alone. In this elicitation study, participants both offered a gesture and a selection
of props, and may have based their actions on either a gesture or a set of props. Therefore,
I analyzed both gesture agreement and prop selection.
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This formula is derived from pairwise comparison of participant gestures. For a given
referent, the agreement is calculated by looking at each pair of participants, saying that
the two participants agree if they performed the same gesture (similarity of gestures is
1), and do not agree if they performed different gestures (similarity of gestures is 0). For
instance, this formula defines agreement as the number of pairs of participants with each














Figure 4.2: Complete graph that captures gestures with physical props performed by 5
participants for referent C: Bevel. Gestures are considered “one-element” sets and similarity
is calculated with one another, where a 1 means “same gesture” and 0 means “distinct
gesture”. No partial similarity is considered. Similarity between two sets is the weight of
the edge that joins them. Agreement score is computed by summing the similarity of each
pair of sets compared, and dividing by the total number of pairs that can be identical.
Figure 4.2 illustrates pairwise gesture agreement for the five participant Bevel exam-
ples introduced in Figure 4.1. Pairwise agreement can be represented as a complete graph,
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where nodes represent participants, and edge weights represent the similarity between those
participants’ gestures, i.e., either 0 (if they are different) or 1 (if they are the same). The
agreement for a given referent is the sum of the weights of those edges divided by the
total number of edges: 1
2
n(n− 1), where n is the number of participants. This score is thus
bounded between 0 and 1, as if everyone agreed and all edges were equal to 1, then the
equation would be the number of edges divided by the number of edges. By incorporating
the rest of the participants and their gestures for referent C (Bevel) in Figure 4.2, the
graph becomes a 20th-grade complete graph. For this referent, a total of 13 different ges-
tures were recognized, whose sizes (i.e. number of participants that performed them) were
5, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, and 1. For instance, using Equation 4.1, the gesture agreement


















Table 4.1 shows the number of unique gestures recognized for each referent as well as
the sizes of each. This information is used as input to Equation 4.1 to obtain a gesture
agreement score for each referent. Figure 4.3 illustrates these scores, in descending order.
While previous formalization of agreement scores (Vatavu and Wobbrock, 2015) did not
represent agreement as a graph, I found this representation to be useful when reasoning








Tighten 5 17, 1, 1, 1, 1 .648
Assemble 6 15, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1 .505
Bend 7 15, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 .500
Duplicate 7 15, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 .500
Rotate 7 15, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 .500
Hang 8 14, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 .433
Twist 6 12, 5, 1, 1, 1, 1 .362
Run time 10 11, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 .267
Close 10 10, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 .224
Join 8 9, 4, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 .214
Stretch 11 9, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 .181
Puncture 9 7, 5, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 .162
Open 9 6, 5, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 .138
Reshape 9 5, 4, 4, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1 .114
Zoom 13 7, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 .110
Colour 14 7, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 .105
Turn ON 15 7, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 .100
Bevel 13 5, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 .071
Extrude 14 4, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 .052
Deform 16 4, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 .038
Table 4.1: For each VR referent, number of unique gestures recognized from the 21 partic-
ipants, number of participants that performed each of these unique gestures, and gesture
agreement score are reported.
4.3 Prop Agreement
In this study, participants selected props in addition to gestures. I was interested in ob-
serving how much prop selection agreed across participants for a given referent. However,
prop agreement is more complicated than gesture agreement: participants selected sets of













Figure 4.3: Gesture agreement scores of the 20 VR referents sorted in descending order.
To analyze prop agreement, I proposed a generalization of Vatavu and Wobbrock’s
(2015) agreement rate formula. Instead of using simple equality between pairs, I used










|P |(|P | − 1)
(4.3)
Equation 4.3 is defined as the sum of the similarity of each pair of sets by the total
number of pairs of sets that could be identical, where P is the total number of people. Pi
and Pj group all possible pairs of sets for r.
Equation 4.3 is structurally similar to the simple gesture agreement formula (Equa-
tion 4.1), but Equation 4.3 offers more flexibility in comparing participants’ choices. Thus
I constructed a connected graph to represent prop selection similarity, where nodes rep-
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resent participants, and edge weights represent the similarity between those participants’
gestures (a real number between 0 and 1 inclusive).
In the graph representation (Figure 4.4) for the five participant Bevel examples I intro-
duced in Figure 4.1, each edge is weighted by SIM, the set similarity between their sets of
selected props, rather than just 1 (same) or 0 (different). If SIM is bounded between 0 and
1, then the overall agreement (sum of the weights of all edges divided by the number of
edges) is also bounded between 0 and 1. To be analogous to gesture similarity, SIM must
also be 0 if there are no props in common, or 1 if they are completely equal (analogous to
choosing different gestures or the same gesture).
Figure 4.5 shows the three set similarity metrics that have been identified for SIM:
the Jaccard Index (Jaccard), the Overlap coefficient (Overlap) and the Sørensen-Dice
coefficient (Sørensen). These three metrics can all satisfy the requirements for a similarity
score, and if they are sets of size one (e.g., a single gesture per participant), they collapse
into a binary 1 for equality and 0 for inequality. In other words, all three metrics are
equivalent to Vatavu et al.’s score when comparing a single agreement.
Figure 4.6 shows the prop agreement score for all three metrics (Jaccard, Sørensen,
Overlap) for each referent. The three metrics give similar results for each referent. Jaccard
is consistently the lowest agreement, Overlap is the highest, and Sørensen is in between the
two. In the analysis made in this thesis, the Jaccard Index is used as the most conservative
metric for identifying high agreement.
I wrote a script (section A.1) in the Matlab computing environment in order to solve













Figure 4.4: Complete graph that captures props sets of 5 participants for referent C: Bevel.
Similarity of props sets is measured, which is the weight of the edges that joins them.
Each measure of set similarity is between 0 and 1, with 0 indicating no shared props and
1 indicating completely identical prop selections. Agreement is computed by summing the
similarity of each pair of sets compared, and dividing by the total number of pairs that
can be identical.
participants as well as the prop sets each person picked. Thus, in the second section, I
calculated the prop agreement score for this referent.
To compute the prop agreement scores for the rest of the referents, I modified the
script accordingly. Figure 4.7 reports these agreement scores, sorted in descending order.
Both prop and gesture agreement scores can also be seen individually for each referent in
Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.5: Venn diagrams showing a pairwise comparison between prop sets of P1 and P4.
Three measures of set similarity are proposed to evaluate partial agreement (SIM(P1,P4)):
Overlap, Sørensen, and Jaccard. Overlap is the most optimistic, leading to the highest
agreement. Jaccard is the most pessimistic, leading to the lowest agreement. Sørensen
prevails between the other two (or equal to one of them). In this pairwise comparison,
Sørensen and Overlap are the same.
4.4 Classification of Gestures with Props
I classified the 197 unique gestures elicited in this study into 3 categories: Act, Leverage,
and Adapt. From a qualitative analysis with emphasis on recognizing similar or identical
patterns in gestures with props, I found that participants performed a gesture from at least
one of these categories (i.e., overlap exists). I also found that, within each category, several
possibilities can be observed.
In the first category, Adapt, I grouped gestures where participants physically acted on
props with either their hands or another prop to represent the effect of a referent. Gesture
possibilities within this category include a) altering the properties of props (e.g., twist,
fold, squeeze), b) changing the position and/or orientation of props in a three-dimensional
space (e.g., move up, rotate, throw), or c) operating movable parts of props (e.g., open
pliers, fold a hinge).
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Figure 4.6: Gesture set with physical props for referents A to J. For each referent, the
preferred set of props and the preferred gesture are presented; the initial state of the most
common prop-gesture interaction is shown on the left side, and the end state is shown on
the right.
In the second category, Leverage, I clustered gestures where participants leveraged phys-
ical properties of props to represent the effect of a referent. This can be done by a) adhering
a prop (or a section of it) to another prop (e.g., adhere a vertex section of a prop to the top
end of a candle), or b) by simply showing a comparison of a property (e.g., color, shape)
of two or more props.
In the last category, Adapt, I grouped gestures made with LEGO-brand pieces. This
category includes gestures where participants adapt an assembly of bricks to represent the
effect of a referent. Gestures in the Adapt category consist of a) disassembling an initial













Figure 4.7: Prop agreement scores of the 20 VR referents sorted in descending order.
Figure 4.10 illustrates the three categories of gestures with an example for each pos-
sibility that may occur within these categories. The gestures I included in this figure are
expressed using a CFG.
4.5 Chance agreement and agreement confidence
Tsandilas (2018) argued that in the presence of any source of bias, chance agreement alters
raw agreement scores, thus providing misleading information about how participants agree
or disagree. On the other hand, Gwet (2014) and Krippendorff (2004) emphasized that the
magnitude of a raw agreement score cannot be interpreted if confidence intervals are not
provided. For these reasons, I estimated a common chance agreement for gestures across
all referents, and I computed confidence intervals for gesture and prop agreement scores of
each referent.
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To estimate chance agreement and chance-corrected agreement indices, Tsandilas (2018)
suggests using inter-rater reliability measures. In the context of elicitation studies, the ter-
minology of inter-rater reliability can be mapped as follows: study participants become
raters, referents become items, and signs (i.e., gestures) become categories. In this study,





where ρa is the proportion of items on which both raters agree (i.e., raw agreement
score calculated with Equation 4.1), and ρe is the chance agreement (i.e., agreement that
would have occurred by chance).













where m is the total number of items, nik is the number of ratings for item i having
category k, and ni is the total number of ratings for item i. The term πk estimates the
probability that a rater classifies an item into category k, based on how many times this
category has been used across the entire elicitation study. πk takes bias into account, as
it does not assume that each category (gesture) has the same probability to be shown
by a rater. However, it assumes that all raters share the same preferences for categories.
The overall gesture agreement score (Figure 4.3) of the elicitation study of this thesis was




1−.016 = .249, reflecting that the overall gesture agreement is affected minimally
by chance agreement. In section 6.1, I briefly discuss the reason(s) chance agreement and
chance-corrected agreement indices for props are not calculated, as more research is needed
on this matter.
Re-sampling methods, such as jackknifing (Quenouille, 1949) and bootstrapping (Efron,
1992), can be used to calculate variance of agreement scores. Tsandilas (2018) recommends
that the jackknife method is a good approach for estimating within-participants agreement
differences, while differences between independent groups of participants can be estimated
with bootstrapping. Therefore, I used the jackknifing approach to calculate confidence






(ÂRi − ÂR)2, (4.6)
where n is the number of participants, ÂR is an estimate based on the full set of
observations (i.e., agreement score obtained with Equation 4.1 or Equation 4.3), and ˆARi
is an estimate when leaving out the ith participant. The square root of the variance υjack
gives the standard error: SE =
√
υjack. Assuming that agreement scores follow a normal
distribution, the (1−α)% confidence interval is ÂR±SEjack× q, where q = q(1− α2 , n−1)
is the (1− α
2
)-quantile of Student’s t-distribution with n− 1 degrees of freedom. Tsandilas
(2018) ran a series of Monte Carlo experiements to examine this assumption.
In Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9, 95% confidence intervals can be observed for each VR
referent. An algorithm written in the Matlab computing environment to obtain confidence
intervals for referent C: Bevel can be found in section A.2.
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REFERENT A: JOIN REFERENT B: TWIST
G → Twist PROP with N hands in GRIP
PROP → FLEXIBLE_PROP| RIGID_PROP
F𝐋𝐄𝐗𝐈𝐁𝐋𝐄_𝐏𝐑𝐎𝐏 → Knife | Notebook | Candle | Fork | Magnet | Shoe | Snake
RIGID_PROP → Drill bit
N → one hand turning, one as anchor | both   GRIP → Power grip | Precision grip
REFERENT C: BEVEL
G → Cut section of PROP with CUTTING_PROP
PROP → Cube | Imaginary
CUTTING_PROP  → Knife | X-acto knife
REFERENT D: BEND
G → Bend PROP upwards with hands in GRIP
PROP → Plane | Notebook | Knife
GRIP → Power grip | Precision grip
G → Adhere END_PROP and END_PROP to ends of CONNECTING_PROP
END_PROP → GEAR_PROP | Sphere | Yoda | Trophy| LEGO brick
GEAR_PROP → Flexible gear | Planetary gear | Sun gear
CONNECTING_PROP → Drill bit | Bolt | Screwdriver | Wand | Alligator | Brush
REFERENT E: HANG REFERENT F: OPEN DOOR
G → Attach PORTRAIT_PROP to initial attachment of WALL_PROP and PORTRAIT_PROP
PORTRAIT_PROP → LEGO brick | Sun gear | Plane | Flexible gear | Notebook
WALL_PROP → Notebook | Plane | Plate | Floppy disk | LEGO controller
G → Angle away DOOR_PROP from FRAME_PROP
DOOR_PROP → Notebook | Hinge
FRAME_PROP → Phone case | Magnet | LEGO assembly | Box
REFERENT G: CLOSE DOORS
G → Slide DOOR_PROP and DOOR_PROP towards each other using N GUIDE_PROP
DOOR_PROP → Notebook | Plane | LEGO brick | Hinge
N→ One | Two
GUIDE_PROP → Phone case | Magnet | Plane | Plate | Box | Floppy disk
G → Move PROP forward (towards recording camera)
PROP → Couch on Cube | Cube | Digger | LEGO assembly
REFERENT I: RESHAPE
G → Use CUTTING_PROP to cut top section of {Candle} rotating
CUTTING_PROP → Sword | X-acto knife
REFERENT J: ROTATE
G → Flip PROP using N hands
PROP → Brush | Candle | Star | Fork | Flower | Tibia | Mace | Trophy
N → One | Both
REFERENT H: ZOOM
𝐴𝑅gesture = .214 [.078, . 351]
𝐴𝑅prop = .084 [.043, . 125]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .362 [.178, . 546]
𝐴𝑅prop = .135 [.050, .220]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .071 [.004, . 130]
𝐴𝑅prop = .190 [.064, .316]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .500 [.243, . 757]
𝐴𝑅prop = .316 [.162, . 470]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .433 [.185, . 682]
𝐴𝑅prop = .340 [.180, . 500]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .138 [.057, . 219]
𝐴𝑅prop = .197 [.080, . 314]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .224 [.048, . 400]
𝐴𝑅prop = .138 [.077, . 200]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .110 [−.001, . 220]
𝐴𝑅prop = .089 [.019, . 159]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .114 [.054.185]
𝐴𝑅prop = .292 [.177, . 407]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .500 [.243, . 757]
𝐴𝑅prop = .178 [.022, . 334]
Figure 4.8: Gesture set with props for referents A to J. For each referent, the preferred
set of props and the preferred gesture are presented; the initial state of the most common
prop-gesture interaction is shown on the left side, and the end state is shown on the right.
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REFERENT K: STRETCH REFERENT L: EXTRUDE
REFERENT M: PUNCTURE REFERENT N: TURN ON
G → Pull ends of PROP oppositely with hands in GRIP
PROP → FLEXIBLE_PROP | RIGID_PROP
FLEXIBLE_PROP → Candle | Snake
RIGID_PROP → Marker
GRIP → Power grip | Precision grip
REFERENT O: RUN TIME REFERENT P: DEFORM
REFERENT Q: DUPLICATE REFERENT R: ASSEMBLE
REFERENT S: COLOUR REFERENT T: TIGHTEN
G → Move PROP forward from EXTRUDED_PROP
PROP → Notebook | Planetary gear | LEGO brick 
EXTRUDED_PROP → Cube | Couch | Box | Wrench
G → Move PROP out of hole of HOLED_PROP
PROP → Flexible gear | Bolt | Allen key | Coin | Sphere
HOLED_PROP → Ring gear | Planetary gear | Extinguisher | Tire | Sun gear
G → Press button on PROP
PROP → Button | Vive controller | Box
G → Use TIME_PROP to depict arc-like trajectory and hold HOUSE_PROP
TIME_PROP → LEGO brick | Sphere | Couch | Sun gear | Star | Coin | Glasses
HOUSE_PROP → LEGO controller | LEGO assembly | Cube | Box |
Couch on cube | Couch
G → Place {Cushion} on top of PROP
PROP → LEGO brick | Candle | Cube
G → Show a comparison of quantity with STAIR_PROP and STAIR_PROP
STAIR_PROP → LEGO assembly | Flexible gear | Sun gear | Mechanism |
Couch | Plane | Notebook
G → ATTACH_verb VERTICAL_PROP to edge of HORIZONTAL_PROP
ATTACH_verb → Assemble | Adhere
VERTICAL_PROP → Plane | Notebook | Plate | Brush | Fork | Flex gear | LEGO brick
HORIZONTAL_PROP → Plane | Notebook | LEGO brick | Comb | Sun gear
G → Show a comparison of color with {LEGO brick} and {LEGO brick}
G → Insert SLIM_PROP through hole of HOLED_PROP
SLIM_PROP → Bolt | Screwdriver | Flexible gear on candle | Drill bit
HOLED_PROPED → Planetary gear | Sun gear | Tire
𝐴𝑅gesture = .181 [.026, . 336]
𝐴𝑅prop = .409 [.205, . 614]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .052 [.005, . 100]
𝐴𝑅prop = .180 [.057, . 303]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .162 [.063, . 260]
𝐴𝑅prop = .074 [.032, . 116]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .100 [−.015, . 215]
𝐴𝑅prop = .097 [.043, . 151]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .267 [.068, . 466]
𝐴𝑅prop = .128 [.050, . 206]
𝐴𝑅gesture = 0.038 [−.009, . 085]
𝐴𝑅prop = 0.091 [.035, . 147]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .500 [.243, . 757]
𝐴𝑅prop = .442 [.215, . 669]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .505 [.254, . 756]
𝐴𝑅prop = .241 [.083, . 399]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .105 [−.008, . 217]
𝐴𝑅prop = .438 [.248, . 628]
𝐴𝑅gesture = .648 [.393, . 903]
𝐴𝑅prop = .442 [.236, . 648]
Figure 4.9: Gesture set with props for referents A to J. For each referent, the preferred
set of props and the preferred gesture are presented; the initial state of the most common
prop-gesture interaction is shown on the left side, and the end state is shown on the right.
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1a Bend {Plane} with {Wrench} and {Pliers} 1b Slide {LEGO brick} and {LEGO brick} towards 
each other using {One} {Phone case}
1c Turn head and chain of {Mace} 90 degrees 2a Adhere {Plane} diagonally to edge of {Couch}
2b Show a comparison of color with {LEGO brick}
and {LEGO brick}
3a Disassemble initial {LEGO assembly} and re-
assemble it differently with {LEGO brick}
3b Attach {LEGO brick} to initial assembly of 
{LEGO brick} and {Plate}
Figure 4.10: Three different categories of gestures were created from qualitative observa-
tions: 1) Act, 2) Leverage, and 3)Adapt. Each category groups several gesture possibilities.
For a given referent, a participant can: 1a) alter the physical properties of a prop with
hands or with more props, 1b) change the position of props in a 3D space, 1c) operates
movable parts of a prop, 2a) adhere a prop, or a section of it, to another one, 2b) show
a comparison of property of two or more props, 3a) disassemble an initial assembly and




The work I present in this thesis has implications for VR systems that use physical props
and future elicitation studies.
Props were selected for shape and affordances. When selecting props, participants
chose objects that resembled the objects in the virtual world and had affordances (Gibson,
1986; Norman, 2002) for the actions they wanted to take. For example, in referent C
(Bevel), participants chose a cube as a stand-in for the cube in the virtual world, and a
Knife or an X-acto Knife because both afforded cutting the corner away to create the bevel.
In referents B (Twist) and D (Bend), participants picked a single prop that resembled the
shape of the virtual object and that was flexible to be twisted or bent; one exception was
the drill bit, a rigid object that resembled the action in its spiral shape. In referent E
(Hang), participants used LEGO-brand pieces because they afforded snapping together.
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In some cases, the affordances chosen were metaphorical. In referent N, Turn On, partic-
ipants chose objects that supported pressing (i.e., as a button) to turn on the light. Because
objects were chosen for their affordances, and each object had multiple affordances (from
its shape, meaning, structure, or material), objects could serve different purposes in differ-
ent gestures: the knife, for example, afforded cutting in Bevel and Reshape, but bending
in Twist and Bend.
A small set of props can handle many gestures. A small number of props provided
coverage for a large number of gestures. As seen in Figure 3.2, only 48 of the 95 props were
chosen; 18 of these were only used for a single gesture. In addition, most prop variables
had on average 4.2 props that were selected to fulfill a certain use. This means that a small
set of props could support a large set of gestures. In fact, 12 props and a group of spare
LEGO bricks would be sufficient to handle all 20 gestures: sun gear, flexible gear, x-acto
knife, cube, candle, phone case, notebook, plane, Vive controller, tire, drill bit, and cushion
would enable all gestures.
Figure 5.1: Number of gestures from Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 for which each prop men-
tioned the context-free grammar can be used for.
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Props were preferred over controllers. Participants rarely selected controllers. While
two VR and one Nintendo Switch controllers were available for every referent, only a few
participants selected them for seven gestures for referents N (Turn on Light), L (Extrude),
H (Zoom), and C (Bevel); only one of these gestures was the most-performed for its referent
(specifically, for Turn On Light). When participants chose the controller, it was not the
only prop that could fulfill that purpose. In referent N (Turn on Light), the key affordance
was that it could be pressed like a button, perhaps as a metaphorical light switch. In
referent L (Extrude), a participant first pressed the back button of the Vive controller and
slowly released it, and in referent H (Zoom) a participant meant to use the top orifice of
this controller as a lens and placed it near the eye. In referent C (Bevel), a participant
simply pressed the back button, moved it down a little, and released it. This suggests that
gestures with props were more preferred than using a controller.
Props for gestures vs. gestures for props. I presented two separate ways of mea-
suring agreement, which correspond to different strategies by participants: choosing their
gesture first and finding props to support that gesture, or picking a desired prop and then
figuring out a gesture to perform. As such, I offered two different agreement scores to
indicate how consistent people were in their choices.
In other cases, props were likely chosen to fit the gesture. Referents like twist, rotate, and
assemble show a high gesture agreement score compared to the prop score, thus suggesting
that a lot of props afforded the most used gestures. In these cases, it may be more important
to recognize the gesture than the props that were chosen in an implemented system.
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I made several attempts at a combined prop-gesture agreement score, but ultimately I
decided that this was outside the scope of this thesis. First, developing such a score would
need to consider the structure of how props were chosen for different gestures, possibly
categorizing the objects by their affordances. Second, it could be that the agreement score
should depend more on the prop choice in some cases and more on the gesture in others
(e.g., through weights), depending on the referent; more analysis would help understand
when each choice was important.
Context-free grammars allow for expressive and programmable gestures. When
grouping gestures, I found that a natural way to express them was using context-free
grammars (CFGs). This notation captures the variations in props that each gesture had,
and groups together the types of props that were used in a certain role in that gesture. For
instance, with Reshape, a sword and an x-acto knife could be used as “CUTTING PROP”;
presumably other objects could be used to cut as well. Or, with Close, a notebook, a plane,
a LEGO brick and a hinge in its flat position could be used as “DOOR PROP”. Reasonably
other flat and square props could act as “DOOR PROP”.
Using a formalism like a CFG also enables system designers to efficiently describe
gestures for a sensing system; if other props not used in our study could fulfill a role, then
they could simply be added to the list. Combined with a method for detecting objects and
recognizing grammars, then designers could adapt and define gestures to various situations.
Generalized agreement score enables new elicitation studies. To measure agree-
ment between participants’ prop selections, I generalized participant agreement scores in
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order to handle sets of selections. When participants make a single selection, generalized
agreement scores are equivalent to the agreement score formula first presented in (Wob-
brock et al., 2009) and later formalized in (Vatavu and Wobbrock, 2015). However, with
this new agreement score, researchers and designers can study agreement in new situations.
For example, multimodal input methods, such as gesture and speech input, previously
had to look at agreement separately (Khan and Tunçer, 2019). If participants are able
to choose either a gesture, a voiced utterance, or both, then our generalized agreement
score could capture partial overlap between what participants suggest, rather than study-
ing modalities independently. Any of the three similarity metrics we suggested (Jaccard,
Sørensen, Overlap) will give a 1 for full equivalence, a 0 for no overlap, and an intermediate
value for partial overlap.
The generalized agreement score can also handle elicitation of sets from participants.
If a researcher wanted to follow up with a study on preferred props for a referent, they
can use this measure to identify which referents have an agreement score. Alternatively,
this could work for other modalities: suggesting multiple gestures or multiple commands
as options. This technique could also be used for finer-grained comparison of gestures: if
two participants provide a gesture for a referent, and they use different sets of fingers, a
partial agreement score could capture similarities between gestures.
Chance-corrected agreement relatively close to raw agreement The chance-
corrected agreement score was marginally different from the overall gesture agreement
score calculated with Vatavu and Wobbrock’s (2015) formula. This suggests that there was
little to correct, as the chance agreement was relatively close to zero (ρe = .016). This also
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suggests that the 21 participants were minimally influenced by bias factors and that they
did not focus on a limited number of gestures. Generally, gestures proposed for a given
referent were barely proposed for another one. “Fold {hinge} with hands” and “Shake
{wand} with hand” were elicited for up to three referents maximum. None of these ges-
tures, however, resulted to be the representative gesture for any referent in the gesture
set. Tsandilas (2018) hypothesized that in elicitation studies that investigated contextual
and direct manipulation gestures, such as Wobbrock et al.’s (2009), Piumsomboon et al.’s
(2013) and this study, chance agreement could be minimal, compared to studies that fo-
cused on abstract gestures for noncontextual operations. The results I reported in this
thesis support that hypothesis.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion, Limitations, and Future
Work
In this thesis, I investigated what gestures people would perform with physical props to
complete 20 CAD-like and open-world referents in VR, what physical props people would
choose to do these referents, and how they would leverage physical props to manipulate
virtual objects. This thesis presents the results of an elicitation study for manipulative ges-
tures with props that aims to answer those questions. Based on 21 participants’ multimodal
agreement, a user-defined gesture set with props for 20 CAD-like and open-world games
referents was developed. For each referent in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9, the gesture set
presents the most preferred (popular) gesture with its prop and gesture agreement scores
calculated from the input of the 21 participants. A new agreement score based on set simi-
larity metrics was used to analyze agreement between both gestures and props. This score
is identical to previous agreement scores (Vatavu and Wobbrock, 2015; Wobbrock et al.,
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2009) when used for unimodal selection (gestures only), but also accommodates multimodal
selections (props). In addition, context-free grammars were found to be a useful approach
to capture various props used in a gesture, the role of each, and how participants manipu-
late or operate them. In this way, I also developed an expressive language for articulating
gestures with physical props for each referent in the user-defined gesture set.
To summarize, the contributions of this research are the following:
1. A user-defined set of gesture-prop combinations for 20 CAD-like and open-world-like
referents (Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9).
2. An expressive language for articulating and implementing gestures with physical
props, based on context-free grammars (Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9).
3. A generalization of the agreement score metric to account for multiple selections in
elicitation studies (Equation 4.3).
4. Insight into how people leverage physical props to perform gestures in VR (chapter 5).
These contributions are important for the HCI community for several reasons. Firstly,
this work confirms that physical objects are widely preferred over hand-held controllers
for interaction with virtual environments. However, the gesture set presented in Figure 4.8
and Figure 4.9 reflects that researchers and designers do not require a large vocabulary of
props. Instead, focus can be turned towards shapes and affordances of physical props, which
allows people to do gesture sets with only few props or to perform several gestures with
the same prop(s) (Figure 5.1). Second, the new agreement score metric establishes a path
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for multimodal elicitation studies that can lead to more robust gesture sets. It is believed
that multimodal input communicates more information, exhibits more expressivity, and
offers more precision to interact with VR systems. In other words, it increases the scope of
what people can do to interact with VR systems. Third, the use of context-free grammars
allows to construct an expressive language to articulate gestures with props. This structure
could be adopted by future multimodal gesture elicitation studies (e.g., gesture + speech).
Computers and systems can also be programmed to understand this language. Lastly,
insights into how people leverage props for gestures was gained. Choosing gesture first and
then finding props to support it or choosing desired props and then making up a gesture
were generally the two strategies that participants followed in the elicitation study.
The elicitation study for this thesis also helped to find an input vocabulary for gestures
with physical props in VR that allows users to do things that would not be possible in
the real world. Hand-held controllers, like the current state of the art, offer a clear input
mapping to execute general commands in VR, such as scrolling down a menu following the
move of a joystick. Physical props, on the other hand, have a clear purpose. Phone cases
enclose and protect phones, pencils serve as writing utensils, candles are light sources, et
cetera. Physical props are not suitable for general commands. The results of this study,
nonetheless, suggest that physical props can actually help execute general commands in
VR when these are combined with gestures. From Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9, it can be
observed that people are able to darken the sky by depicting an arc-like trajectory with
a sphere, or to duplicate an object by snapping two identical models with LEGO-brand
bricks. For instance, gestures with props expand the ability of users to do tasks in VR that
reality would not support.
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6.1 Limitations
A limitation of this elicitation study is that the gesture-prop set I propose requires vali-
dation. Similar to the ones proposed by Wobbrock et al. 2009 and Kray et al. (2010), a
follow-up study may require showing video footage of the gestures to a new group of par-
ticipants, to investigate if they can infer the intended command (referent). Usability-wise,
it may be needed to ask this new group of subjects to score with one of five responses that
range from strongly agree to strongly disagree a series of items, for example, “I found the
gestures unnecessarily complex to the intended referents”. Memorability-wise, in another
study, the same 21 participants could be recruited to obtain a memorability score of the
gestures they proposed for each referent.
Another limitation is that the 21 participants recruited for this elicitation study were
undergraduate and graduate students from different disciplines across the University of
Waterloo campus. Professional designers, architects, and gamers might behave differently
when, for example, creating a bevel on a rectangular prism, opening a door in an open-world
game, or hanging pieces of art on the wall of an envisioned living room. This foundational
work focused on a set of manipulative gestures usable by non-technical people to do CAD
3D modelling in VR or perform in an open-world game, enhancing immersion, intuitiveness,
and realism with the incorporation of physical props.
Chance agreement for props remains unknown. So does chance-corrected agreement.
Tsandilas (2018) shows how to determine chance agreement ρe for gestures in elicita-
tion studies using Scott’s (1955) π (section 4.5). Determining chance agreement for props,
nonetheless, is more complicated, as it is not clear what the effect of bias is. A quick solu-
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tion may be to assume that each prop available has the same chance of being chosen by a
participant (ρe = 1/q), where q is the total number of props. However, Tsandilas explains
that this assumption is generally not realistic, as it does not account for bias. The Scott’s
π metric includes bias, but further research is needed to explore whether it can be applied
for props. As stated in section 4.5, this metric estimates the probability that a participant
classifies a referent into a gesture, based on how many times this gesture has been used
across the study. If participants were limited to use one prop per referent, Scott’s π could
be suitable. However, they form props sets, meaning that both the size of the vocabulary
of props and the chance of choosing one prop or another change on the fly. For example,
if a participant first picks a wrench, what’s the probability of picking a cube afterwards?
Also, in section 5, I discussed that participants thought of a gesture and found a group of
props suitable for it, or picked a desired group of props and figured out a gesture to per-
form. Suppose that a participant desires to stretch an object with both hands. Rigid
and hard props would likely not have possibility of being chosen, and the group of props
from which this participant could pick would now be reduced. Moreover, does the number
of virtual objects in a referent bias participants’ selection criteria? Or, should researchers
explore chance agreement of shapes and affordances, instead of the actual props? These
are some questions I intend to answer in the future in order to estimate chance agreement
for props accurately and fairly.
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6.2 Future Work
The results and conclusions presented in this thesis direct attention towards several areas
that require further research. In the future, I plan to study the relationship between ges-
ture choice and prop choice, formalize the affordances for elicited props, and explore how
gestures with physical props could be used in a working system, for example, a VR CAD
environment or open-world video game.
It is worth mentioning that the gestures with props shown in Figure 4.8 and Figure
Figure 4.9 do not work in VR yet. This may not be easy to implement. VR systems
intending to utilize my work would require a method for identifying gestures, detecting
props, and recognizing grammars. To identify users’ gestures, motion sensing input devices
like the Microsoft Kinect could be adopted. With regards to physical props, appearance-
based methods may be used. The main challenge, nonetheless, is the simple fact that props
may look different depending on lighting conditions, distance, or orientation. Once systems
recognize a person has performed a gesture with props, a comparison or association with
a context-free grammar database or toolkit should happen. The successful completion of
these previous stages would then allow users to perform a task in VR.
This work provides researchers and designers with tools and frameworks to develop
more gesture sets. Gestures with props allow people to do things reality does not support,
which could help industries striving to adopt VR. In the future, researchers could define
prop-gesture vocabularies (sets) to let people explore the solar system, to allow an interior
designer to try different layouts of furniture, or to give engineering students the chance of
assembling every part of an engine. Moreover, the proposed generalization of the agreement
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score formula could allow researchers to build more robust and more versatile gesture sets
for human interaction with VR and with other technologies.
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A.1 Code for Calculating Prop Agreement Score of
Referent C: Bevel
People = 21 ;
Pairs = nchoosek(People,2) ;
P1C = [‘‘Cube’’,‘‘Xacto_knife’’] ;
P2C = [‘‘Cube’’,‘‘Flex_knife’’] ;
P3C = [‘‘Couch’’,‘‘Notebook_cover’’] ;
P4C = [‘‘Cube’’,‘‘Hinge’’] ;
P5C = [‘‘Cube’’] ;
P6C = [‘‘LEGO1’’,‘‘LEGO2’’] ;
P7C = [‘‘Flex_knife’’] ;
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P8C = [‘‘LEGO1’’, ‘‘LEGO2’’] ;
P9C = [‘‘Abstract_sphere’’] ;
P10C = [‘‘Cube’’] ;
P11C = [‘‘Cube’’,‘‘Flex_knife’’] ;
P12C = [‘‘Cube’’] ;
P13C = [‘‘Cube’’] ;
P14C = [‘‘Cube’’] ;
P15C = [‘‘Mario_BROS’’] ;
P16C = [‘‘Cushion’’] ;
P17C = [‘‘Cube’’] ;
P18C = [‘‘Tire’’] ;
P19C = [‘‘Cube’’,‘‘Flex_knife’’] ;
P20C = [‘‘LEGO1’’, ‘‘LEGO2’’] ;
P21C = [‘‘Vive_controller’’] ;
ParticipantsC = {P1C, P2C, P3C, P4C, P5C, P6C, P7C, P8C, P9C, P10C, ..., P21C} ;
C = nchoosek(ParticipantsC,2) ;
g_C = 0 ;
for i=1:1:Pairs
f_C = (numel((intersect(C{i,1},C{i,2})))) / (numel(union(C{i,1},C{i,2}))) ;
g_C = [(f_C)+(g_C)] ;
end
AR_bevel = g_C/Pairs ;
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A.2 Code for Calculating Confidence Intervals of Prop
Agreement Score of Referent C: Bevel
n = 21 ;
People = n-1 ;
Pairs = nchoosek(People,2) ;
P1C = [‘‘Cube’’,‘‘Xacto_knife’’] ;
P2C = [‘‘Cube’’,‘‘Flex_knife’’] ;
P3C = [‘‘Couch’’,‘‘Notebook_cover’’] ;
P4C = [‘‘Cube’’,‘‘Hinge’’] ;
P5C = [‘‘Cube’’] ;
P6C = [‘‘LEGO1’’,‘‘LEGO2’’] ;
P7C = [‘‘Flex_knife’’] ;
P8C = [‘‘LEGO1’’, ‘‘LEGO2’’] ;
P9C = [‘‘Abstract_sphere’’] ;
P10C = [‘‘Cube’’] ;
P11C = [‘‘Cube’’,‘‘Flex_knife’’] ;
P12C = [‘‘Cube’’] ;
P13C = [‘‘Cube’’] ;
P14C = [‘‘Cube’’] ;
P15C = [‘‘Mario_BROS’’] ;
P16C = [‘‘Cushion’’] ;
P17C = [‘‘Cube’’] ;
P18C = [‘‘Tire’’] ;
P19C = [‘‘Cube’’,‘‘Flex_knife’’] ;
P20C = [‘‘LEGO1’’, ‘‘LEGO2’’] ;
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P21C = [‘‘Vive_controller’’] ;
AR_bevel = 0.190;
sumC = 0 ;
q = 1.725 ;
for j=1:1:n
ParticipantsC = {P1C, P2C, P3C, P4C, P5C, P6C, P7C, P8C, P9C, P10C, ..., P21C} ;
ParticipantsC(j) = [] ;
C = nchoosek(ParticipantsC,2) ;
g_C = 0 ;
for i=1:1:Pairs
f_C = (numel((intersect(C{i,1},C{i,2})))) / (numel(union(C{i,1},C{i,2})));
g_C = [(f_C)+(g_C)];
end
AR_jth_C = g_C/Pairs ;
sumC = [((AR_jth_C - AR_bevel)^2) + sumC] ;
end
Vjack_C = ((n-1)/n)*sumC ;
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Statement for the Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans (TCPS, 2nd 
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Project: Interacting in Virtual Reality with 3D-Printed Objects 
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You are invited to participate in a research study that aims to explore new interaction techniques in Virtual Reality 
(VR) using 3D-printed objects. Our project will focus on providing a design vocabulary of 3D-printed objects for use 
in VR. The goal is to obtain guidelines for how to better design interaction in VR. 
 
What you will be asked to do 
As a participant, you will be asked to watch short videos within a VR environment through the HTC Vive headset. 
Each video will present a task, e.g. stacking cubes, parking a car, decorating a living room, etc. Following this, you 
will be asked to pick one 3D-printed object of your choice from a bucket and show the researcher how you would use 
it to complete the task you just saw, which will be video taped. Furthermore, you will be asked to complete a computer-
administered survey and a paper-pencil questionnaire. The computer-administered survey will be operated by 
Qualtrics. When information is transmitted or stored on the internet privacy cannot be guaranteed. There is always a 
risk your responses may be intercepted by a third party (e.g., government agencies, hackers). If there are any questions 
that you do not wish to answer you can skip them. 
 
Here are pictures of the HTC Vive headset and some of the 3D printed objects that you will have the opportunity to 
choose: 











Participation and Remuneration 
In order to participate in the study, you must not have visual, audio and/or balance impairments. 
Participation in this study is completely voluntary and will take approximately 90 minutes of your time. You may 
decline to answer any questions presented during the study if you so wish. Furthermore, you may decide to withdraw 
from this study by advising the researcher and may do so without any penalty. $15 in cash will be given to you for 
your time invested in this important step of this research. The amount received is taxable. It is your responsibility to 
report this amount for income tax purposes. 
Benefits of the Study 
Since the current Virtual Reality devices found in the market offer limited interactivity through conventional hand-
held controllers, users can't interact with virtual objects in the same way as real-world objects. Being able to feel the 
shape of an object when grasping it in VR enhances a sense of presence and allows object manipulation, and although 
prior work focuses on stimulating fingers, grasping a 3D object requires the sensation of touch using the entire hand. 
The goal of this research is to create a system with the help of 3D-printed objects that enables interactions in virtual 
environments in a broader and more-realistic way. As a result, people will be able to manipulate physical objects with 
their hands and observe this manipulation in the virtual environment, resulting in a much more immersive experience. 
 
Risks to Participation in the Study 
Some individuals may experience dizziness, headaches, or nausea as a result of wearing head mounted display devices. 
There is a very rare chance (1 in 4000) of severe dizziness, seizures, eye or muscle twitching or blackouts with use of 
VR, with this risk being higher in children and people under 20. These symptoms can be more likely if you are fatigued, 
under stress or anxiety, or suffering from cold/flu/headaches. The symptoms from VR exposure can persist and 
become more apparent hours after use. In addition, some individuals may experience a loss of balance due to using 
the head mounted device, and this may result in a fall. 
To reduce the likeliness of any discomfort caused by the head mounted display device, you will have breaks between 
conditions and may request a break at any time. If need be, we will also seek out the appropriate medical assistance, 
however it is unlikely that this will be necessary as the risks listed above are quite rare. As there is a possibility for 
the symptoms from VR exposure to persist and become more apparent hours after use, you should remain alert for 
any symptoms in the next few hours. If at any time you have strong adverse reactions associated with motion sickness, 
as a safeguard, testing will end. Please note that the VR head mounted display will be cleaned with alcohol sanitizers 
after each participant’s use. 
To safeguard the possible symptoms of headaches, nausea, and potential falls, a comfortable chair where you can sit 
and a cot where you can lay down if necessary are available along with water bottles. In the case of a fall, foam mats 
are located on the floor and a spotter assigned to prevent actual falls. If symptoms persist after the study, the participant 
will be advised to remain in the testing room until feeling well. If the symptoms return after leaving the testing space, 
the participant is advised to consult a doctor and inform researchers, and to avoid driving, operating machinery, 
engaging in demanding activities that have potentially serious consequences, or other activities that require unimpaired 
balance and hand-eye coordination (such as playing sports or riding a bicycle, etc.) until fully recovered from any 
symptoms. 
Confidentiality and Security of Data 
Your identity will be confidential. Your name will not be included in any thesis or report resulting from this 
study. Furthermore, because the interest of this study is in the average responses of the entire group of participants, 
you will not be identified individually in any way in any written reports of this research. Paper records of data collected 
during this study will be retained in a locked office at the University of Waterloo for a minimum of 7 years, to which 
only researchers associated with this study have access. Electronic data and audio-video recordings will be kept for a 
minimum of 7 years on a password-protected computer in a locked office at the University of Waterloo, to which only 
researchers associated with this study have access to. All identifying information will be removed from the records 
prior to storage. 
 
This study has been reviewed and received ethics clearance through a University of Waterloo Research Ethics 
Committee (ORE #40865). If you have questions for the Committee contact the Office of Research Ethics, at 1-519-
888-4567 ext. 36005. For all other questions regarding this research study, please feel free to contact any member of 
the research team listed on this form. 
 
 
Interacting in Virtual Reality with 3D-Printed Objects 
Participant Consent Form 
By signing this consent form, you are not waiving your legal rights or releasing the investigator(s) 
or involved institution(s) from their legal and professional responsibilities. I have read the 
Information Letter regarding the study being conducted by the M.A.Sc. Student Marco Moran-
Ledesma in Systems Design Engineering at the University of Waterloo. I have had the opportunity 
to ask questions related to this study, to receive satisfactory answers to my questions, and any 
additional details I wanted. 
I am aware that I have the option of allowing my performance in the study and my interview to be 
audio and video recorded to ensure an accurate acquisition of my responses. When video 
recordings are shown, faces will be blurred. I am also aware that excerpts from the performance 
and the interview may be included in the thesis and/or publications to come from this research, 
with the understanding that the quotations will be anonymous. 
I was informed that I may withdraw my consent at any time during the study without penalty by 
advising the researcher. 
Only researchers associated with this study will have access to the password-protected study 
records. Paper files will be locked securely. We will keep your data for a minimum of 7 years. You 
can withdraw your consent to participate and ask that your data be destroyed by contacting one of 
the researchers within this time. It is not possible to withdraw your once papers and publications 
have been submitted to publishers. All data will be destroyed according to University of Waterloo 
policy. 
This study has been reviewed and received ethics clearance through a University of Waterloo 
Research Ethics Committee (ORE #40865). If you have questions for the Committee contact the 
Office of Research Ethics, at 1-519-888-4567 ext. 36005 or ore-ceo@uwaterloo.ca. If you have 
any questions regarding this study, you can also contact the principal investigator, Dr. Mark 
Hancock at mark.hancock@uwaterloo.ca or 519-888-4567 ext. 36587. 
With full knowledge of all foregoing, I agree, of my own free will, to participate in this study. 
YES   NO   
I agree to have both my performance and interview audio and video recorded. 
YES   NO   
I agree to the use of anonymous quotations in any thesis or publication that comes of this research. 
YES  NO 
Participant Name: ____________________________ (Please print)   
Participant Signature: ____________________________  
Witness Name: ________________________________ (Please print) 
Witness Signature: ______________________________                     Date: _YYYY_ /_MM_/_DD_ 
